Vizcaya Museum and Gardens
Supporting Change:
The Guides’ Role

Vizcaya Museum and Gardens Mission
Vizcaya Museum and Gardens is a
National Historic Landmark that
preserves the Miami estate of
agricultural industrialist James
Deering to engage our community
and its visitors in learning through
the arts, history and the
environment.
•

1952: County acquires Vizcaya and
opens it as a museum in 1953

•

1954: Volunteer Guide Program begins

•

1986: Vizcaya first accredited; skylight
built

Vizcaya Museum and Gardens

Vizcaya was home to James Deering
and a large staff that managed the
estate. Deering occupied Vizcaya only in
the winter months, from 1916–1925.

Vizcaya Museum
& Gardens:
•

Main House

•

Museum Collections

•

Gardens & Grounds

•

Historic Village

Former Guiding Program
•

•

150 Guides – no schedules
Tours not interactive – focused on history
of Vizcaya and art history

•

Training was solely in Art History, no
training in facilitation and or pedagogy

•

No re-certification process, no self
reflection tools

•

Monthly meetings with lectures, field trips

•

Museum was not run as an accredited
museum

•

Professional staff was part of MiamiDade County Parks and Recreation, not
trained in museum education

•

No museum trained professional
managing guiding program
1963 Guiding at Vizcaya

New Guiding Program
•

Museum run as an AAM accredited museum
with trained professionals in education
curatorial, collections, horticulture, etc.

•

Training focuses on touring and facilitation
skills

•

Required Continuing Education Sessions
annually

•

30 Guides – scheduled tours every day

•

Online Scheduling software implemented

•

Bi-annual re-certification process, self
reflection tools and training offered

•

Volunteer Guide Mentors that assist with peer
learning and evaluation

•

GIT - Tours interactive and visitor centered &
Goal Oriented - Visitor Choice Audio Tour

Vizcaya Educational Philosophy
•

Respond to the needs of diverse
constituent communities

•

Support active and social learning

•

Empower visitors to make personal and
meaningful connections with Vizcaya

•

Present multiple entry points and
perspectives for understanding Vizcaya

•

Demonstrate excellence in content,
learning theory, and practice

•

Encourage new ways of thinking

•

Promote lifelong learning

What is the GIT ?

•

•

Both the General Introductory Tour (GIT) and Gardens General
Introductory Tour (GGIT), are designed to be interactive and provide a
basic introduction to the concepts behind the creation of the estate.

Approximately 45 minutes in length, each tour focuses on Vizcaya’s
Big Idea, that Vizcaya is the result of European traditions combined
with an American context, and specifically, a Miami context.

Entrance Hall at Vizcaya

IN-DEPTH STOP  ─ ENTRANCE HALL
Key Points: Entrance Hall as example of collected objects and architectural elements combined with custom made
components to create something unique.
Suggested Time: 5 minutes
 Objects That Support Key Point
Wall Panels
Urns
Mirrors
Marble Floor

Columns with Lamps
Plaster Ceiling

Rhetorical Ask: So, do you feel like you are still in the sub-tropics?
[This question is used to set the mood and to encourage visitors to look around and observe the setting. It helps visitors consider
what it feels like to be in Vizcaya’s main house and is used to transition to a new discussion. For these reasons, visitors may or
may not answer, and that’s ok.]
Share: When Vizcaya was built about 100 years ago, Deering and his designers followed a practice common for the wealthy at this
time, by decorating different rooms in different historic styles.
To accomplish this, Deering and Chalfin purchased many valuable historic antiques and architectural elements. Some were
purchased on trips abroad and some from dealers in the United States. They carefully combined these artifacts with things made
specifically for Vizcaya to create this “custom” space.
Share: Please take a moment to look carefully around the room we are standing in. Don’t forget to look up. [Give visitors a minute
or so to do this without talking.]
Big Ask: What are some of the objects in this space that might suggest European origins (have come from Europe)?

What is an effective GIT?
As defined by Vizcaya staff, an effective tour is one during
which participants:
1.

2.
3.

4.

interact with the tour guide
understand the tour’s Big Idea
perceive the tour to be a worthwhile use of their time
express interest in further learning or action based on
their tour experience

Challenges
• Inclusivity

• Lack of Communication
• Rumors
• Lack of Trust

• Inflexibility
• Loss of Power and Control
• Staff Attrition and Change
• Perceptions

Evidence for Success
•

More than 90% of GIT respondents reported that the tour met or exceeded their
expectations.

•

90% of GIT respondents agreed with the statement that their Guide was knowledgeable.

•

When asked to describe their tour experience the respondents overwhelmingly described it
as interesting, interactive, and stimulating.

•

Guides LIKE giving the new tours – some give 2 or more a day!

•

Guides are more flexible in varying their schedule – giving tours on different days and
meeting up with fellow guides they never got to meet before.

•

Guides now have a common tour to discuss and share techniques with each other.

•

Visitors send thank you notes to Guides and include information about what was discussed
on the tours. Guides are especially proud of the school children who send thank you notes
telling their favorite thing about their tour of Vizcaya.

•

And, starting in October, guided tours will be generating revenue for the museum and even
more pride in their contribution to Vizcaya.

Questions/Open-ended discussion

?

